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Abstract. Inter-organisational data exchange is regulated by norms orig-
inating from sources ranging from individual consent to (inter)national
laws. Verifying norm-compliance is complex because laws (e.g., GDPR)
distribute responsibility and require accountability. Moreover, in some
domains (e.g., healthcare), the norms themselves may be private. In
contrast, standard solutions (e.g., access- and usage-control, smart con-
tracts) reason about policies that are assumed to be public. Instead,
we present a novel framework prescribing how decentralised agents de-
cide which actions are justified, despite their partial views of the policy.
Crucially, justifications are universal, e.g., accepted by future auditors.
Agents establish a common notion of compliance through an (externally
synchronized) agreement, which is the basis of each justification defined
by policy fragments agents autonomously create, gossip, and assemble.
We demonstrate our framework with a federated medical data processing
system, using Datalog with weak negation as a minimal policy language.

Keywords: Decentralised · Framework · Composition · Coordination
· Multi-agent System · Policy · Program Refinement · Specification .

1 Introduction

Data exchange systems are distributed systems facilitating the controlled sharing,
trading, and processing of (often large) datasets and analysis results within data
exchange applications, increasing the public, commercial or academic value of
collected data. Following the inter-organisational nature of data exchange systems,
and the (market or privacy) sensitive nature of the exchanged assets, collaborating
organisations adopt (potentially complex) governance models [53] in an attempt
to ensure compliance with regulations and contractual agreements. In support of
such governance models, high levels of control should be given to organisations to
influence the execution of data exchange applications, e.g. via access control [40,44]
or usage control [25,36,59]. Furthermore, high levels of accountability are required
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to support dispute resolution [48] and for demonstrating legal compliance [14].
Data exchange systems exhibit a fundamental trade-off between maximising
the availability of data to data users and maximising the control over data
to data owners, subjects and (privacy) authorities. In this work we present a
framework that enables the organisations collaborating in a data exchange system
to formalise their shared and individual position with respect to this trade-off
through powerful, declarative policies.

Our approach is to define a framework that specifies the relation between
runtime system dynamics (messages and actions) and statics (policies and facts)
such that they interact. In one direction: agent messages create and disseminate
policies. In the other direction: policies specify which actions are permitted.
Crucially, permission is decidable, despite agents having only partial knowledge
of the existing policies, and despite policies being changed at runtime. Moreover,
these decisions are agreed by all agents, e.g., an actor can be confident that other
actors (e.g., auditors) will agree that their actions were permitted. For maximum
applicability, our framework is parametric to the policy language, whose syntax
defines the set of policies, and whose semantics defines their relation to facts.
In this work, we demonstrate the framework as instantiated with the policy
language Datalog with weak negation (Datalog¬).

This work represents a step in an on-going investigation into generic, policy-
driven data exchange systems satisfying legal requirements (e.g. accountability
and auditability). The framework in this paper has a prototype implementation
supported by a bespoke domain-specific policy language (not presented here).
We intend to make our policy framework an integral part of the Brane workflow
execution system [55], a central component in the EPI Framework [26], and
demonstrate its applicability in a variety of use cases.

After some background (Section 2), we contribute:

1. the definition of a framework for agents acting on shared policies while
communicating, refining, and modifying those policies (Section 3),

2. a demonstrative application of our instantiated framework to a distributed,
multi-agent, medical workflow processing system (Section 4).

In Section 5, we consider implementation decisions for instantiating the framework.
We discuss our contributions by their own merits (Section 6) and in comparison
to related work (Section 7) before concluding with a summary (Section 8).

2 Background

Distributed Systems and Algorithms Distributed systems model the dis-
tribution of a stateful configuration over a set of processes; each process has its
own, local state. Distributed algorithms, when implemented by each processes,
give systems useful, emergent properties. Often, these algorithms assume only
basic, asynchronous and unreliable message-passing, comparable to IP and UDP.
Some algorithms solve distributed problems (e.g., self-stabilisation), and create
useful abstractions (e.g., synchronisers).
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Fig. 1. Conceptual use-case of the framework. Agents autonomously choose to act,
accessing data in the real world (left), as permitted by their shared policies (right).

In this work, we refer to two classes of algorithms. Firstly, gossip protocols
disseminate information from peer (process) to peer, which results in decen-
tralisation and robustness, by imposing minimal requirements on the network
topology and process behaviour [5]. Secondly, consensus algorithms establish
fundamental agreement on the selection of a value, consistently among processes.
Consensus has been well-studied for decades [41], but has seen renewed interest
in application to blockchain technologies, for example, in [29,30].

Agents and Autonomy The field of multi-agent systems studies processes
(called agents) that exhibit social phenomena as a result of their agency or
autonomy: agents are motivated by goals to draw from their partial information
to act on shared resources and interact with other agents. Literature explores
a variety of (software models of) social organisations, ranging from cooperative
data-sharing consortia (e.g., in [19]) to competitive markets (e.g., in [61]).

Agent-oriented programming studies the programming of agents, balancing the
usual software- and language-engineering concerns, shared with object-oriented
programming, with a unique emphasis on agent autonomy. For example, agent
autonomy also tends to improve system scalability and robustness. All these
ideas are present in seminal agent-oriented programming works like [51], and
persist into more recent works like the survey [34].

Policy Languages We give a very brief overview of the various forms of policy
developed in various disciplines, and influencing our work.

Access control is a mainstay in cyber-physical systems that revolves around
the regulation of events of agents accessing resources. Policies often take the
form of conditional rules [20, 45], sometimes applied in the context of meta-
data attributes [47]. Usage control generalises access control such that access
events occur for a duration of time; access must be maintained, and can be
interrupted [1]. XACML [2] and ODRL [24], are particular policy languages for
implementing access- and usage-control. For example, [54] implements usage
control in XACML. The languages differ in the details. For example, XACML
maps stages of the enforcement pipeline to agent roles: policy-administration-,
-decision-, -enforcement-, -information-, and -retrieval-points.
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Normative specifications specify fundamental social relations such as power,
duties, rights, obligations, and permissions [3]. Legal regulations specify normative
policies (“norms”) in the context of executive (e.g., governmental) agencies and
organisations. The EU General Data Protection Regulation [18] specifies the
legal usage and access to data within the European Union. Its wide reach and
impact make it influential even outside the EU. The study of norms reflects its
long history in its rich nomenclature, for example, [10] clarifies the relationship
between substantive and procedural norms, and [23] defines open-texture terms.

A wealth of other works intentionally blurs the line between these various
notions of policy. For example, the eFLINT language [7] formalises norms using
the Hohfeldian framework of legal proceedings [58] and has been used for access
control [6]. Symboleo [49] and Fievel [57] are similar languages with similar goals,
that differ in the details. For example, eFLINT particularly emphasises its logical
reasoning features. These tools afford the application of various disciplines and
tools to policies. For example, applying model-driven development [46], and model-
checking for high-level properties in policies, e.g., expressed in Symboleo [38].

The Datalog¬ Language Logic programming languages are designed to straight-
forwardly operationalise various logics. Here, we give an account of Datalog¬

sufficient to understand the Datalog¬ examples throughout this article.
Datalog, overviewed in [12], is a simple logic programming language: each

program is a set of Horn clauses called rules. Precisely, each rule has form (c1 ∧
c2∧ ...∧cm ← a2∧a2∧ ...∧an), where consequents c1···m and antecedents a1···n are
facts constructed by applying a predicate symbol p to constants and (first-order)
variables. The Datalog semantics gives each program a model, mapping ground
facts (without variables) to Boolean values. Most literature uses the same concrete
syntax: (←) and (∧) are denoted (:-) and (,), respectively, and only variable
identifiers begin with uppercase letters. For example, knows(amy,X) :- knows(X,amy)

formalises “Amy knows everyone that knows Amy”.
Various dialects of Datalog have been studied in the literature, exploring

the combination of various features. Datalog¬ [50] is a useful generalisation:
antecedents may be negated (with ¬, often written not), conditioning consequents
on the absence of truths. This strictly improves expressiveness [28], because it
affords non-monotonic reasoning: each reasoning step may remove truths [52].
Equivalently, truth is non-monotonic with respect to the addition of rules to
programs. For example, fact sun is true in program sun :- not clouds, but false
after rule clouds is added; we say sun is falsified. Unfortunately, not all Datalog¬

programs have unique logical interpretations. Accordingly, different semantics
exist (e.g., stable model [22] and well-founded [56]) attributing different models
to these unstratified (defined in [42]) programs. For example, what should be the
value of p in p :- not p? Fortunately, we consider no such programs in this article.

Several tools can interpret (super-languages of) Datalog¬. For example, the
Clingo answer-set solver [21]4 can interpret each Datalog¬ example in this article.

4 An online Clingo interpreter is available at https://potassco.org/clingo/run

https://potassco.org/clingo/run
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3 Distributed Runtime Framework

This section defines the framework by supplementing Figure 2 with requirements,
explanations, motivations, and examples. We summarise the framework as follows:

Agents make statements carrying policies that model the system.
Agents gossip, assemble, and validate statements to build justifications.
Agents only take actions that are permitted by their justifications.

times agreements

actions statements

message sets messages agents

valid policies truths facts

appliesAt

contentsbasistakenAt

enactsjustification

extract

author

in of

Fig. 2. Graph of sets and functions (objects) defined by users of the framework. Sets
are named in italics. Functions are denoted as arrows (→) from domain to co-domain.
Functions are identified by their co-domain (or by a label if given). The dotted line
partitions objects into dynamics (above) and statics (below). At runtime, new elements
may be added to dynamic objects, but static objects are fixed. Each (⇒) is a typed
identity function, e.g., statements ⊆ messages. All functions shown are pure and total.
For example, some policy is extracted from each message set.

Figure 2 defines a set of named objects: sets and functions over the sets.
The framework is used by defining (the elements of) these objects. We partition
objects into static and dynamic objects, each discussed in their own subsections.
To use the framework, a user instantiates it by defining the objects in Figure 2
such that the framework requirements are preserved. The most fundamental
framework requirements are expressed in the figure; for example, each action has
exactly one justification, and that each agreement is a message. The remaining
framework requirements are introduced throughout this section. The framework
guarantees Properties 1 and 2, i.e., agents always agree on action permission and
effects, which are both precisely defined in Section 3.2.

Ultimately, we explain how agents can act autonomously while enforcing the
well-behavedness (Definition 1) of themselves and their peers in practice.

Property 1 Agents always agree whether a given action is permitted.

Property 2 Agents always agree on the effects of a given action.

Definition 1 An agent is well-behaved iff all of its actions is permitted.
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The rest of the section discusses the framework in general, and incrementally
builds an example framework instantiation, using policies built from only the
the Datalog¬ rules in Table 1. We use a running example of well-behaved agents
Amy and Bob. Ultimately, Bob enacts rd, which has the effect of deleting Data1.

Henceforth, we use the following notation. We distinguish definitions (≜) from
assertions of equality (=). We denote disjoint set union as (⊎), i.e., a ⊎ b = a ∪ b
iff sets a and b are disjoint, and otherwise, a ⊎ b is undefined.

3.1 Static Objects

The static objects are fixed at runtime. They concern the fundamentals of the
framework: data types, and the syntax and semantics of the policy language.

The agents5 of the framework author messages occurring dynamically as
statements. We take for granted that (∈) relates messages to message sets as
expected, and we treat each message m also as the singleton set {m}. Statements
communicate policies (see extract below). Policies determine which subset of
possible facts are true, defined true(f, p) ≜ ∃t ∈ truths : (of (t) = f)∧ (in(t) = p).
We instantiate policies as the subsets of the (policy) rules shown in Table 1.
Hence, (∪) is a natural policy-composition operator, unifying rules. Note that
composition does not generally unify truths. We use the semantics of Datalog¬

to define facts and truth: f is true in p iff f ∈ [p], the stable model of policy p,
for example, it holds in the case where f = error and p = {rm}.

We instantiate valid to characterise policies without errors. Precisely, we let
p ∈ valid ≜ ¬true(error, p). Despite the simplicity of this definition, (in)validity
emerges from complex rule interactions. For example, no valid policy is a superset
of {rm, rn}, as these suffice to infer the truth of error. Section 4 demonstrates
how (in)validity lays the groundwork for inter-agent power dynamics.

The definition of extract determines the policies agents can express, as agents
understand policy extract(m) as the subjective assertions of agent author(m).

We instantiate extract as a pure function of the message author and the
message payload, which is an arbitrary policy, chosen by the author. Intuitively,
extract invalidates payloads with undesirable author-rule pairs. Precisely, we let
extract({m}) ≜ payload(m) ∪ {error | ∀(r, a) ∈ owns : (r ∈ m ∧ ¬author(m, a))},

5 Unless otherwise specified, we let framework agents coincide with the agents of the
underlying distributed system.

Name In natural language As Datalog¬ rules
rm Amy must confirm. error :- not ctl-confirms(amy)
rn Amy must not confirm. error :- ctl-confirms(amy)
rc Amy confirms if someone is trusted. ctl-confirms(amy) :- ctl-trusts(amy, X)
rt Amy trusts Bob. ctl-trusts(amy, bob)
rd Bob deletes Data1. ctl-deletes(bob, data1)

Table 1. Example (policy) rules expressed in Datalog¬ and natural language. Each
rule’s name is suggested by the underlined keyword. A policy is any rule set.
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where owns relates rule r to agent a if r has an antecedent whose predicate
is prefixed by ctl- and whose first parameter is constant a. For example, only
Bob owns rule ctl-deletes(bob, data1), while rule error :- confirms(amy) has no owner
because fact error has neither prefix ctrl- nor a constant first parameter. Finally,
we let extract(∅) ≜ ∅, extract({m} ⊎M) ≜ extract({m}) ∪ extract(M), i.e., the
policy extracted from each message set is the composition of policies extracted
from each message. This simple definition confers a property that simplifies
reasoning: extract commutes and associates over message set union.

The above definition of extract uses invalidity to constrain which subjective
assertions are available to each agent. For example, because Bob owns rd, for
each message m, either Bob authors m, rd /∈ payload(m), or extract(m) is invalid.
Bob can rest assured that Amy alone cannot meaningfully assert rd.

3.2 Dynamic Objects

Dynamic objects are defined by each system configuration at runtime. They
instantiate the statics, and must be stored and communicated by agents.

At runtime, a subset of messages are statements, the messages that have
been created and shared at runtime. Intuitively, statements have few restrictions,
but therefore, they have little impact of their own. They are meaningful because
of their relationship with actions. In practice, we expect each statement to be
autonomously created by its author, i.e., as decided by the author alone. In theory,
the set of statements grows forever. In practice, agents and networks have finite
storage capacity, so we let agents forget or discard statements. For our purposes,
it suffices if the existence of a given statement is semi-decidable: agents can
decide (and prove) that it exists by observing (and showing) it. In practice, the
integrity and provenance of statements is preserved by authors cryptographically
signing their statements, and agents ignoring statements without their authors’
signatures. Agents share statements with their peers (e.g., via gossip), for their
own reasons, and at their own pace. Section 4 demonstrates a case where an
agent intentionally withholds a statement from other agents.

Agreements attribute special meaning to selected statements at selected
times. We require that membership be decidable. Intuitively, this lays the ground-
work for agents agreeing which actions are permitted. In practice, agents explicitly
synchronise the set of agreements. Synchronisation may be infrequent; e.g., one
synchronisation creates agreements for times from 100 to 500. Synchronisation
may be sparse; e.g., agents maintain a synchronised current time and implicitly
extend all current agreements until the next explicit synchronisation. For sim-
plicity in the examples henceforth, we assume a set of current agreements which
appears to change as different statements are agreed to apply at future times.

At runtime, there is a growing set of (taken) actions. Each action is takenAt
some time, has a basis agreement, enacts a statement, and is justified by a
message set. We call agent a the actor of action a′ iff a = author(enacts(a′)).
Like statements, actions are created autonomously (by their actors) and then
shared between agents by unspecified gossip. Unlike statements, actions are
restricted such that they can be effectful and meaningful. Precisely, well-behaved
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agents only permitted actions, defined as preserving Properties 3 to 6. Well-
behavedness has only extrinsic value: when an agent takes a non-permitted
action, this violates the expectations and trust of their peers, and may have
external consequences. For example, Amy is harmed if Bob deletes Data1 without
permission. Well-behavedness is enforceable if Properties 3 to 6 are each decidable.

In practice, agents preserve their own well-behavedness with ex-ante enforce-
ment, i.e., checking permission before acting. Agents enforce well-behavedness on
each other using ex-post enforcement, i.e., checking permission of taken actions
via run-time monitoring or auditing. For example, we expect real systems to
require agents to remain accountable of their actions to auditors, such that they
cannot preserve the appearance of well-behavedness by hiding their actions.

Property 3 (Stated) ∀a ∈ actions : justification(a) ⊆ statements.

Property 4 (Relevant) ∀a ∈ actions : {basis(a), enacts(a)} ⊆ justification(a).

Property 5 (Valid) ∀a ∈ actions : extract(justification(a)) ∈ valid.

Property 6 (Based) ∀a ∈ action : takenAt(a) = appliesAt(basis(a)).

Property 3 requires that justifications consist only of statements. For example,
where author(m) = Bob, until Bob states m, Amy cannot take actions which
necessarily include m in their justification. Property 4 ensures that each justifica-
tion includes the action’s basis and enacted statements. Thus, each justification
is constrained by some agreement, and by the enacted statement. For example,
Bob cannot enact rd with a justification in which deletes(bob, data1) is not true.
Property 5 limits justifications to those whose extracted policies are valid. For
example, recall that only Bob owns rd. Hence, Amy can make statements whose
payloads include rd, but those statements can be safely ignored, as they can never
be included in valid justifications. Finally, Property 6 ensures that each action is
based on an agreement that applies at the time the action is taken. Clearly, adding
new agreements (e.g., to future times) does not affect past actions. However,
the choice of agreements that apply in the future determines which actions are
permitted in the future. For example, the selection of future agreements simulates
updating the payload of the currently agreed statement ma from {rm, rt} to
{rt}, mirroring relaxations in the requirements of the GDPR. New actions are
permitted to Bob in the future, as Amy’s confirmation is no longer required.

Property 1 follows from agents coming to the same conclusions about the
permission of each action a, as Properties 3 to 6 depend only on a’s justification
and the agreement when it is created (which both remain fixed). Property 2
follows from fixing the effects of each action. We propose the following definition
in particular: effects(a) ≜ {f | ∀f ∈ facts, true(extract(enacts(a)), f)}, i.e., each
action’s effects are the truths6 in the enacted statement. With these properties,
6 In practice, it may be desirable to decouple truths from effects. For example, restricting

effects to subset of constant truths (effect(a, f) ≜ ∀p : true(p ∪ enacts(a), f)) lets
agents reason about the effects of each action via the possible justifications.
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the framework structures the interaction between agents, and ensures that agents
maintain a common understanding of actions’ permission and effects.

The relaxation to agreement ma permits Bob to take action a, which enacts
mb where payload(mb) = {rd}, and has agreement ma and justification {ma, mb}.
Amy and Bob agree that the action is permitted, because it satisfies Properties 3
to 6. Amy and Bob agree this action has one effect: Bob deletes Data1.

4 Case Study: Processing Distributed Medical Data

This section demonstrates an instantiation of the framework through an example
application, using Datalog¬ as the policy language. Bas We adopt the example
instantiation of Section 3, including the definitions of agent, fact, extract, valid,
and so on. However, we instead instantiate policies as the syntactic category of
all Datalog¬ programs. For example, Amy can author a statement with payload
policy ctl-knows(bob,amy), but the extracted policy is ctl-knows(bob,amy). error, which
is invalid, as it has truths {ctl-knows(bob,amy), error}. Furthermore, the statements
of the consortium agent represents the consensus of the agents at large. Precisely,
we instantiate agreements such that some agreement s is agreed for n if and only
if s is the consortium’s nth statement. Agents synchronise agreements, but only
act on the most recent agreement.

Step 1 – We begin with a runtime session formalising a simple requirement:
agents agree that it is an error for a data scientists to access data without the
authorisation of the administrator. Initially, the only agreement contains s1:
% Statement 's1 ' by 'consortium ' ( agreement at time 1)
owns( administrator , Data) :- ctl - accesses (Accessor , Data ).
error :- ctl - accesses (Accessor , Data), owns(Owner , Data),

not ctl - authorises (Owner , Accessor , Data ).

Via a secondary communication channel, not reflected in the framework, agent
Amy convinces the administrator to authorise Amy’s access to data x-rays.
% Statement 's2 ' by 'administrator '
ctl - authorises ( administrator , amy , x-rays ).

Amy collects the above statements, and then states s3 (below). Amy takes
action a, which enacts s3, and has basis s1 and has justification j ≜ {s1, s2, s3}.
For clarity, just this once, we detail the reasoning of an arbitrary observer of a
given action; they draw the following conclusions about a:

– a preserves Property 3, as j ⊆ statements (in fact, currently, j = statements);
– a preserves Property 4, as s1 = basis(a), s3 = enacts(a), and {s1, s3} ⊆ j;
– a preserves Property 5, as where p ≜ extract(j), no p rule has the wrong

author, so extraction preserves the payload-rules and adds no error, and fact
error is not true in the resulting Datalog¬ model making p valid;

– a preserves Property 6, as a’s basis applies at the time a is taken.

All observers agree that this action is permitted. Furthermore, they agree that
a has the singleton set of effects {ctl-accesses(amy, x-rays)}, the truths of s3. Amy
mirrors this effect in the world outside, accessing the data identified by x-rays.
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% Statement 's3 ' authored by 'amy '
ctl - accesses (amy , x-rays ).

Anton “the antagonist” attempts to interfere with the normal operation of the
system by making statements s4 and s5. However, no other agent takes any notice.
Firstly, the policy extracted from s4 is invalid, making it useless in justifying
actions. Secondly, Statement s5 is valid, but agents have no incentive to consider
it, as it does not falsify owns(administrator, x-rays), instead only further restricting
access. Unlike agreement s1, agents have no need to include s5 in justifications.
% Statement 's4 ' authored by 'anton '
ctl - authorises ( administrator , anton , x-rays ).

% Statement 's5 ' authored by 'anton '
owns(anton , x-rays ).

Step 2 – The administrator makes a new statement that empowers other
agents to create authorisations (delegation). The administrator automatically
authorises Bob’s access to x-rays when authorized by both hospitals h1 and h2.
% Statement 's6 ' authored by 'administrator '
ctl - authorises ( administrator , bob , x-rays) :- ctl - authorises (h1 , bob , x-rays),

ctl - authorises (h2 , bob , x-rays ).

Now, it suffices for Bob to acquire authorisation to access x-rays from the
administrator or from (h1 and h2). Hospital h1 further shares their power with h2.
% Statement 's7 ' authored by 'h1 '
ctl - authorises (h1 , Accessor , x-rays) :- ctl - authorises (h2 , Accessor , x-rays ).

Now, it suffices for Bob to acquire authorisation to access x-rays from h2
or from the administrator. Hospital h2 grants this for all agents except Anton.
Precisely, the authorisations of hospital h2 are only applicable on the condition
that ctl-accesses(anton, x-rays) is false. Thus, s8 is useless to Anton.
% Statement 's8 ' authored by 'h2 '
ctl - authorises (h2 , Accessor , x-rays) :- ctl - accesses (Accessor , x-rays),

not ctl - accesses ( anton , x-rays ).

Bob states and enacts s9 with justification {s1, s6, s7, s8, s9}. Agents agree
that this action is permitted and has the effect ctl-accesses(bob, x-rays).
% Statement 's9 ' authored by 'bob '
ctl - accesses (bob , x-rays ).

An (ex-ante) access control mechanism can prevent access to Anton by observ-
ing that there is no justification for the action with the effect ctl-accesses(anton, x-rays).
Alternatively, a monitoring or auditing mechanism may feed any observed access
violation and message history to an ex-post enforcement authority.

Step 3 – The members of the consortium re-negotiate their agreement, because
the administrator currently holds too much power. For example, the adminis-
trator stating ctl-authorises(administrator, anton, x-rays) would have sufficed to let
Anton justify accessing x-rays, circumventing the need for authorisations from the
hospitals. The new agreement s10 gives the power of authorisation to the (virtual)
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consortium agent itself and distributes the power between the administrator and
the hospitals: the hospitals label datasets as relevant for research into the flu
(the illness) and the administrator determines which researcher can study the flu.
% Statement 's10 ' authored by 'consortium ' ( agreement at time 2)
error :- ctl - accesses (Accessor , Data),

not ctl - authorises ( consortium , Accessor , Data ).
ctl - authorises ( consortium , Accessor , Data )) :-

ctl - labels ( administrator , Accessor , flu - researcher ),
ctl - labels ( Hospital , Data , flu -data),
ctl - hospital ( consortium , Hospital ).

ctl - hospital ( consortium , h1 ).
ctl - hospital ( consortium , h2 ).

Dan wishes to access x-rays. Dan petitions the administrator and hospital h1
to make the necessary statements. The two agents cooperate.
% Statement 's11 ' authored by 'administrator '
ctl - labels ( administrator , dan , flu - researcher ).

% Statement 's12 ' authored by 'h1 '
ctl - labels (h1 , x-rays , flu -data ).

Dan states and enacts s13 with justification {s10, s11, s12, s13}. Agents agree
that this action is permitted and has the effect ctl-accesses(dan, x-rays).
% Statement 's13 ' authored by 'dan '
ctl - accesses (dan , x-rays ).

Step 4 – We demonstrate how agents can act in complete confidence that
their action is permitted, despite partial knowledge of the existing statements.

Hospital h1 automates their labelling of flu data based on the consent of
data subjects. However, consent is itself sensitive information; s14 would let an
observer infer that the scans are connected to Caterina, a hospital patient. As
such, hospital h1 keeps s14 private; the statement is not gossiped to other agents.
% Statement 's14 ' authored by 'h1 '
ctl - labels (h1 , cat -scans , flu -data) :- ctl - consent (caterina , cat - scans ).

Dan petitions hospital h1 to label cat-scans as flu data, such that Dan can
access it. The hospital does not grant Dan access immediately, but instead,
acquires statement s15 (below) from Caterina, and then sends s14 and s15 to
Dan, with the understanding that Dan will keep these statements private.
% Statement 's15 ' authored by 'caterina '
ctl - consent (caterina , cat - scans ).

Dan states and enacts s16 with justification {s10, s11, s14, s15, s16}. Dan pub-
licises the statement s16, but keeps the justification private. The system is
established with rules for access to justifications with sensitive information. The
justification is checked only by auditors with special permissions. For example,
an automated auditor runs in a contained environment that leaks no information
and only publicises the answer to the question: is the given action justified?
% Statement 's16 ' authored by 'dan '
ctl - accesses (dan , cat - scans ).

Other agents negotiate and enact data accesses despite ignorance of the
sensitive statements s14 and s15. Their own actions and permissions are unaffected.
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5 Implementation

This section discusses the considerations for implementing our framework in
general, and describes our ongoing prototype implementation in particular.

5.1 Implementation of the Framework Statics

Section 3.1 specifies the requirements on policy language needed to instantiate
the framework. Here, we briefly consider the practical design space in general,
and describe the approach of our prototype implementation.

Deterministic Truth To be instantiated, the framework must define truth as a
static relation over policies and facts. This implies a deterministic semantics: the
same policies always denote the same truths. This ensures that the communication
of policies realises a consistent communication of understanding about the domain
of discourse. For example, (complete) Prolog is unsuitable as a policy language
as its inference procedure is non-terminating. Even if all agents agree on a Prolog
program, generally, no agent can be certain that the conclusions drawn will be
replicated consistently, e.g., by an auditor checking the validity of a key policy.

Our prototype policy language uses the operational form [39] of the well-
founded semantics negation [56], assigning a unique value to each fact by isolating
logical contradictions to unknown values. For example, p is unknown in p :- not p.
This semantics confers the necessary property: inference of each program always
terminates, and each truth is replicated by every agent every time.

Complex Facts and Reflective Extraction Section 3.1 and Section 4 demon-
strated two (similar) definitions of the extract function, demonstrating its role in
controlling which policies authors can express.

Our prototype generalises Datalog¬ by supporting the construction of complex
facts like knows(amy,owns(bob,x-rays)) from other facts. This feature affords a powerful
definition of extract that more completely reflects the relation between true
facts, statements, and authors. Precisely, extract injects rules into the policy
that reflect the message context at a finer granularity, affording agents more
context-sensitive control. For example, agent a cannot assert the truth of fact f
with a rule in message m without also asserting the truth of facts authors(a, m) and
has-rule-asserting(m, a). Thus, policies can reflect on the system dynamics, giving
their authors more fine-grained control over actions. For example, statements
can explicitly refer to particular statements, and condition validity on the author
of rules resulting in the truth of particular facts.

5.2 Implementation of the Framework Dynamics

Our prototype implements a proposed policy-enforcement component [17] for
the EPI framework [27]. This prescribes the agents and actions relevant to
the use case, similar to our demonstration in Section 4. The agents include
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processors, administrators, and owners of sensitive data (hospitals and their
patients). The agreement formalises the dependency of processors on the owners.
Firstly, with the assistance of planner agents, processors make statements defining
data-processing workflows. Secondly, the relevant data owners make statements
authorising workflows, permitting their data access and processing actions.

Administrative agents are trusted to mediate the collection and transport of
statements between data owners and processors. Agents communicate statements
asynchronously, and only synchronise periodically to check for changes to the
agreement. The agreement is changed only by the administrators in two circum-
stances: members join or leave the consortium, or to temporarily halt processing
while the infrastructure underlying workflow processing is maintained.

6 Discussion

We discuss the strengths and limitations of (systems instantiating) the framework
defined in section 3, and demonstrated in Section 4.

6.1 Strengths

Highly Dynamic and Extensible The framework is highly abstract, making
it applicable to many policy languages and runtime systems.

Notably, the framework is parametric to the statically-defined policy language,
admitting any formal language affording pure functions of truth and validity. This
leaves significant room for systems instantiating the framework to adopt various
notions of policy, with various information models, and various semantics. For
example, the framework’s notion of policy affords the n-ary relations and logical
constraints underlying Bell-LaPadua security policies and various Rule-Based
Access control policies, which are all summarised and compared in [60]. However,
we leave the precise instantiation of these kinds of policy to future work.

Moreover, the relations between agents that ultimately control actions are
highly dynamically configurable, by agents making statements. Different configu-
rations confer different characteristics on the system, for example, allowing for
dynamic specialisation for various use cases in reaction to runtime information.
We recognise two noteworthy spectra on which particular system configurations
fall. Together, these help to clarify the ways systems can change their characteris-
tics at runtime. Firstly, systems can be centralised (where inter-agent consistency
is high) or decentralised (where many agents have meaningful power to act).
Secondly, systems can be highly static (where properties of interest are preserved)
or dynamic (where properties can be changed by agents at runtime).

Formal Agent Power Dynamics Agents are specified to remain well-behaved
(Definition 1): agents take only permitted actions. Well-behavedness enables
complex power dynamics, because action permission is influenced by statements
and agreements. This lets systems model various common and useful normative
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concepts by delegating power. For example, Section 4 demonstrates the adminis-
trator sharing power with the hospitals, and also the partitioning of consortium
power over the administrator and the hospitals.

Well-behavedness is robust; an agent that violates their own well-behavedness
by taking a non-permitted action preserves the well-behavedness of their peers.
The permission of actions is independent of (the permission) of actions; each
agent must independently justify their actions from the available statements.

Autonomy and Parallelism Agents synchronise to change agreements. All
other communication can be asynchronous, delayed, and lossy. Agents are very
autonomous, as they are never fundamentally compelled to act or make statements.
Hence, agents are robust to unreliable peers. The framework affords realistic
inter-agent enforcement of well-behavedness: agents monitor actions, and actors
bear the burden of proving that their actions are permitted. Thus, agents must
retain their actions’ justifications. However, other statements and actions can be
forgotten (e.g., to free memory) while preserving the framework guarantees.

Consistent Permission despite Privacy Agents always agree which actions
are permitted, despite being defined by statements not known to all agents. This
apparent contradiction is resolved by agents being able to decide when their
known statements suffice for permission. Moreover, permission is objective; agents
are certain that other agents (e.g., future auditors) agree that their actions were
permitted, without involving them at all. For example, in Section 4, Dan observes
s15 and Amy does not, but both agree that both are well-behaved.

6.2 Limitations

Costly Justification Search To remain well-behaved, agents must search
for justifications that permit their desired actions. In general, this problem is
undecidable. In practice, the difficulty depends on which statements are available,
and on the characteristics of the policy language. For example, the operational
semantics of Datalog¬ is desirably tractable. Moreover, this search problem is
reducible to many problems well-studied in the literature. We are particularly
interested in applying answer set solving (e.g., with Clingo [21]) or model-checking
rewrite systems modulo theories (e.g., with Maude [13]) to this problem in future.
The hard, general problem is made tractable by restricting policies.

No Obligation to Act (in Time) Our framework offers no fundamental
mechanism for agents to compel one another to action. Thus, the framework
cannot internalise normative obligations to act. These features can be added to
systems implementing our framework, but they may have difficulty in compelling
agents to act before specific deadlines, as a consequence of the aforementioned
point on the search for justifications. For this reason, our framework is not a
natural choice for implementations of real-time systems, where agents must react
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to stimuli within strict time limits. Future work can investigate constraints on
system configurations that strike desirable compromises between system flexibility
on the one hand, and predictability of actions (and their timing) on the other.

Specification of Communication As specified in Section 3.2, and demon-
strated in Section 4, agents can decide that their actions are universally permitted,
despite each having only partial knowledge of the existing statements and actions.
However, the framework itself does not prescribe how messages and actions
are shared between agents. In future work, we want to supplement the current
(justification) agreements with sharing agreements, which specify how agents
share (e.g., gossip) their statements and actions with their peers.

No Privacy from the Actor Agents are only able to act on permissions defined
by known statements. For example, in Section 4, for Amy to justify access, Amy
acquires the patient’s consent, revealing the patient identity to Amy. This can
be worked around; trusted intermediaries can forward transformed policies to
hide private information. In this case, the hospital can authorise Amy’s access
(unconditionally) after observing the patient consent themselves. In future, we
want to systematise these intermediary transformations such that the hidden
policy information can always be recovered (e.g., by trusted auditors).

7 Related work

Our framework prescribes a relation between concerns that are each independently
explored in the literature: 1. blockchains can synchronise dynamic, decentralised
policies, 2. trust management specifies the delegation of power between agents,
and 3. Curie evaluates data access policies as a function of sensitive data.

Smart Ledgers atop Blockchains Distributed ledgers provide a (probabilistic)
means of consensus on the state between decentralised processes. Blockchains are
a technology for implementing distributed ledgers. For example, Fabric emphasises
scalability [4], while Ouroboros emphasises provable security [31].

Systems such as SmartAccess [37] use distributed ledgers to store policies
and (meta-)data, enabling decentralised implementations of the access-control
model. However, these technologies synchronise policies, making them unsuitable
for private policy information (e.g., the consent rule in s16 in Section 4).

Other ledger-based systems allow a heterogeneous view on the policy state.
For example, Canton [15] (whitepaper) replaces the (sequential) blockchain with
a (hierarchical) blocktree. Agents must only synchronise the relevant sub-trees
with their neighbours. This lays the groundwork for private policies.

We see ledgers and blockchains as one way for our agents to synchronise agent
agreements in particular. However, they are unsuitable for distributing our agent
statements in general, as their ordering and synchronisation is unnecessary.
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Curie Curie is a policy-based data exchange system [11]. Our works share a
fundamentally decentralised approach to the specification and enforcement of
formal policies to regulate the exchange of data, based on consortium agreements
and local policies. Moreover, both works define permission to act in terms of
assembled policies, for Curie, of dual policies of x sharing with y and y acquiring
from x. We also see similarities between Curie and the EPI framework in their
shared application to federated machine learning with sensitive medical data.

A significant feature of Curie is its specification and evaluation of data
sharing policies as a function of the shared data itself. Policy decisions digest
the homomorphically encrypted data [16], revealing only the evaluation result in
plain text. For example, a hospital’s sharing policy is conditioned on the shared
data surpassing a threshold of differential privacy [35].

Our work abstracts away from the relation between policies and the effects
of actions (e.g., sharing data). Instead, we focus on relating policies and agent
actions and communications. Our approach affords a fundamentally multi-party
approach to policy decisions. Permissions arise from the composition of statements
from different agents at different times. Thus, our statements more extensively
internalise the negotiation and refinement of multi-party power dynamics. For
example, Section 4 demonstrates multiple agents participating in the incremental
sharing of power to permit data access requests. By decoupling statements from
their authors, statements meaningfully delegate reasoning and action to other
agents. For example, also in Section 4, the consortium agent begins with sole
power over authorisation, but after the agreement, it plays no further part.

As such, our contributions are largely orthogonal to Curie, and we are inspired
to investigate the combination of the works’ best features. Can (data sharing)
actions be justified as a function of the shared data itself?

Trust Management Traditional access control develops languages and tools for
specifying and checking a requester’s permission to access data. Trust management
reifies the role of the accessor as a certificate, primarily, to enable access control
in a decentralised environment, where the identities of particular requesters are
not known ahead of time [9]. Much literature dates to the 1980’s and 1990’s,
investigating policy languages suited to defining certificates and inferring them at
request time from context. Many of these are specialised extensions of Datalog,
adding non-monotonicity [32], constraints [33], and weights [8].

Like access control, trust management focuses agent reasoning on the access-
request decision, whereas our framework emphasises the inter-relationship between
agents and their actions via their synchronised agreements. However, the bulk of
trust management research complements our work, because it informs the selection
of particular policy languages suited to particular purposes. [43] overviews and
compares (the complexity of) noteworthy trust management languages.
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8 Conclusion

We define a framework for policy-driven data exchange, which minimises the
requirements on the policy language itself, maximising applicability to existing
work. The framework focuses on defining the relation between agent statements
and the permissions on agent actions. Ultimately, we show that any definition
of framework objects that satisfies our realistic requirements satisfies a useful
property. Namely, agents can decide which actions are permitted, such that all
other agents certainly agree. Moreover, agents are confident their decisions are
universal, e.g., shared by all peers, including monitors and auditors.

Our work is motivated by its application to the exchange of sensitive (e.g.,
medical) data between autonomous agents, where the policies themselves are
potentially private. Crucially, agents can decide, on a case-by-case basis, with
whom they share their dynamic policy statements, balancing policy privacy on
the one hand, with permitting peers’ actions on the other hand.

Work continues to develop a policy component in the EPI framework, an
existing, federated, medical workflow processing system. This entails developing
our own specialised policy language, and implementing the agent reasoning and
communications, by drawing from several related works.
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